National Anticorruption Directorate (DNA):

- has jurisdiction in investigating and prosecuting high-level corruption cases;
- is formed of prosecutors, police officers and technical experts
During 2013 - 2017

DNA indicted:

• 1 Prime Minister
• 2 Deputy Prime Minister
• 11 ministers and former ministers
• 39 deputies
• 14 senators
During 2013 -2017
Convicted in DNA’s cases

• 1 prime minister
• 5 ministers
• 17 Deputies
• 4 Senators
Asset recovery in 2013 - 2017

€2 billion seized assets
Preconditions for efficiently combating corruption

- The independence of the judicial system
- Specialized structure
- Appropriate legislation which offers efficient tools
Challenges

• Legislative amendments or initiatives limiting the tools to investigate corruption cases

• Pressure by spreading slander, fake information through media and public speech, compromising campaigns